HuShLite
KEEPING FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

TOGETHER
Dominican Republic
November 2015

HuShLite is designed for
communities isolated by local
terrain. HuShLite provides the

HuSh
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table. PuSh shelters deliver a comfortable

advantage of reduced weight.

and portable environment for workers

Erected in minutes, HuShLite

away from home in remote or temporary

quickly provides a safe and

locations. Materials can also be modified to

secure environment.

reflect climatic conditions.

TECHNICAL DATA

TECHNICAL DATA

Width: 4.6 metres

Width: 4.6 metres

Length: 4.45 metres

Length: 4.45metres

Height: 2.4 metres

Height: 2.4metres

Footprint: 20.47sq metres

Footprint: 20.47sq metres

Weight: 600kg

Weight: 1200kg + internal specification

The Hush1 is a portable fold-flat
transitional shelter. The HuSh1 can

within hours. HuSh1 can be mounted
on seismic isolators to provide
protection in earthquake zones.

Sebastian Smart,
Executive Director, Techo. November 2015


Dhruv
Sonkia, Green Brick Project (Pvt) Ltd.
June 2017

incorporates electricity, water, waste
management, toilet, shower, bed and work

whole communities to be re-housed

”We chose to trial HuSh
Shelters because they
are so easy to deploy”

technology as all HuSh shelters. PuSh

of the HuSh range with the added

be deployed in minutes enabling

”Our HuSh1 unit withstood monsoon
conditions here in Mumbai for a seven
day trial period and our customer was
delighted with the results, which have
facilitated a further order for us.”

The PuSh shelter uses the same fold-flat

structural integrity and security

MODULAR TO ENABLE THE CREATION OF LARGER BULDINGS SUCH AS SCHOOLS AND MEDICAL FACILITIES

In November 2015 Hush
Shelters were deployed to
rehome families at the Villa
Hortensia favela, Santiago,
Dominican Republic.

PuSh

TECHNICAL DATA

Width: 4.6 metres
Length: 4.45 metres
Height: 2.4 metres
Footprint: 20.47sq metres
Weight: 1200kg

MODULAR TO ENABLE THE CREATION OF LARGER BULDINGS SUCH AS SCHOOLS AND MEDICAL FACILITIES

HuSh

2

The HuSh2 is innovatively designed
to be extremely robust – engineered
and tested to resist category five
hurricane winds. The HuSh2 can be
converted from its upright position
into a storm-safe shelter in minutes.
Materials can also be modified to
reflect climatic conditions.

TECHNICAL DATA

Width: 4.31 metres
Length: 4.4 metres
Height: 2.4 metres
Footprint: 19sq metres
Weight: 1800kg
Please note, all figures have been rounded

FAMILY LIVING
Designed for a
family of five

PRIVACY DIVISIONS
Separate living
compartments

SECURITY MEASURES
Lockable openings

A HIGHLY

PORTABLE

About Us

SHELTER

Revolutionising humanitarian relief in disaster
areas, HuSh shelters can be unfolded and
ready to use in minutes. Locked in place with
a simple fixing system with no foundations
required, they are easy to take down and
reposition, or to repurpose after use.
Fast, flexible, temporary accommodation
offering a wide range of applications
including:

• Safe and secure housing for
displaced families
• Staff or worker accommodation
• Female and child friendly spaces
• Administrative facilities
• Vocational training centres
• Health & Education facilities

LOCAL
MANUFACTURE
Creating economic
stimulus
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tested prototype shelter models
in the field and managed product
deployments around the world with
a growing family of licensees.

All of our shelters last up to twelve
years and may be refolded, moved
and deployed elsewhere within
their lifespan.

Our shelter range spawns from the
same unique footprint and design.
All of our shelters arrive to site in
one piece and simply unfold to
provide robust accommodation in
minutes. No tools nor skilled labour
are required.

We operate a licensing model
so that our products can be
manufactured closer to where
they are needed most. We
continue to innovate, gathering
data and solutions from our local
experiences and customer needs.

None Req

WIDTH: 4.6 metres
LENGTH: 4.45 metres
HEIGHT: 2.4 metres
FOOTPRINT: 20.47 m2

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY
Built using locally sourced
sustainable materials

Extremis Technology is an industry
accredited engineering company
that designs and invents low
cost folding shelter solutions and
complementary technologies for
multiple uses worldwide. We started
trading at the end of 2013, when
we received our first investment
from the Low Carbon Innovation
Fund. Since then we have been on
a journey to full commercialisation
– having established IP, built and

EXTENDED LIFE
Constructed from
wood for a
10 year lifespan

For orders and enquiries
email info@extremistechnology.co.uk
telephone +44 (0)1953 859139

www.extremistechnology.co.uk
Extremis Technology is a member of the Engineering & Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC),
the Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) and was awarded Commonwealth Export Champion status in June 2017.
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